OUR FIRST FORMAL REAL MEETING WAS A GREAT SUCCESS!!!!!!

- Almost fifty -50!- people were in attendance!
- PAID membership is now 24 people!
- Each topic session or segment of the meeting had to be just plain stopped!! Such enthusiasm and participation! Many people stayed and chatted 'til past 11:00 P.M.!!!!

CHAIRMAN'S CORNER(?)

Unlike many other clubs we don't have a president's corner, since we don't have a president.... I was gratified at both the turnout and the response we had at our first meeting. We now have 24 members; almost all joined at our first meeting. We are here to help you and your computer get along better. We need your help—contributed programs, support, and ideas. These will help all of us.

--Glenn Young, Chairman

NEXT MEETING

The next meeting is TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1979, at 7:30 P.M.--------

-----Another $10.00 door prize - only paid members at the end of the meeting are eligible. JOIN AT THIS MEETING!

-----Another super program overall is planned

DAUG DOS PROGRAMMING TIP

Commas are used as required separators between parameters within DOS statements, right? An example as NOMON I,c,O or CATALOG,D. Wrong-wrong-wrong. Most but not all, actually. Commas within the NOMON command and the CATALOG (for those of us with multiple disk drives) are not needed. CATALOGD1 or CATALOGD2 or NOMONICO work just fine. Why the deviation in style. Only those programmers in the core of Apple, Inc. know (possibly). Try some of the other DOS commands that use parameters separated by commas.....

--Jim Trunck